Abstract-Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) find numerous applications, and practical knowledge on EAs is immense. In practice, sophisticated population-based EAs employing selection, mutation a n d crossover are applied. In contrast, theoretical analysis of EAs often concentrates on very simple algorithms like the (1+1) EA, where the population size equals 1. In this paper, the question is addressed whether t h e use of a population by itself can he advantageous. A population-based EA that does neither make use of crossover nor any diversity-maintaining operator is investigated on a n example function. It is shown t h a t an increase of the population size by a polynomial factor decreases t h e expected runtime from exponential to polynomial. Thereby, the so far best known gap is improved from snperpolynomial to exponential. Moreover, it is proved that the stated runtime bounds occur with a probability exponentially close to one. Finally, a second example function is presented, where opposite results hold.
Introduction
Evolutionary algorithms @As) are successfully applied in many areas, and experimental knowledge on EAs is immense. Yet the theoretical knowledge on the design and analysis of EAs is far behind this practical knowledge. A common approach to learn how evolutionary algorithms work is to analyze simple EAs for the maximization of functions. Here, we restrict ourselves to the case of pseudoBoolean (fitness) functions f : (0, I)" + W.
The simplest EA investigated so far is probably the wellknown (1+1) EA (see, e.g.. Droste, Jansen, and Wegener (2002); Garnier, Kallel, and Schoenauer (1999) ; He and Yao (2003) ; Wegener and Witt (2003) ). It incorporates a population of size 1 and, yet, is surprisingly efficient on many problems. We address the question when true populations, i.e., population sizes larger than I , are helpful in EAs. Early attempts to find functions where a genetic algorithm (GA) with a true population and a crossover operator outperforms the ( I + I ) EA (in terms of the expected runtime) were unsuccessful (Mitchell, Forrest, and Holland (1992) ). The same authors showed for their so-called' royal road functions that even simple hillclimbers outperform the GA (Mitchell. Holland, and Forrest (1994) ). Functions demonstrating the use of a crossover operator have been presented lately (Jansen and Wegener (2001b) ; Storch and Wepener (2003) ; see also Dietzfelbinger, Naudts, van Hoyweghen, and Wegener (2003) ). However, this does not explain why a true population by itself can be advantageous. Therefore, we investigate EAs in which mutation is the only search operator and which do not employ diversity-maintaining mechanisms. For such EAs, we try to estimate the appropriate population size for example functions.
A similar approach has been described recently for ( l + A ) strategies by Jansen and De Jon: (2002) . The influence of the population size in an EA in which also a true parent population is maintained and which does not make use of crossover has been studied by Jansen and Wegener (2001b) . The authors have proved rigorously that their EA outperforms the ( I + I ) EA on a specific function and have shown a runtime gap that is superpolynomial vs. polynomial. Further studies of the impact of population sizes on runtimes have been presented by Yao (2002, 2003) . However, the results obtained by the authors are based on EAs that employ mechanisms for maintaining diversity, single-individual EAs that use only a local search operator. or EAs that employ crossover. None of this is needed in the popula[ion-based EA that we will consider here. Instead, we widen the result by Jansen and Wegener (2001b) and exhibit a function where an EA with a large population size outperforms the same EA with a small population size (and also the (1+1) EA) and where the runtime gap is even exponential vs. polynomial. Moreover, the exponential and polynomial runtimes are proved to occur with probability exponentially close to I .
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we define the EA and the function that we study in the forthcoming sections. Moreover, we supply some basic technical lemmas. In Section 3, we show an exponential lower hound for the expected runtime for population sizes of order O( I). The probability of a polynomial runtime is exponentially small. In Section 4, we prove an O(n4i3 + p ) bound for the same function when the population size p is at least ?1'i3. Here, the probability of a runtime of w(nJ13 + w ) is exponentially small. In Section 5, we depict a reverse example where a small population leads to a polynomial runtime whereas a large population leads to an exponential runtime. We discuss and generalizeour results in Section 6 and finish with some conclusions.
Definitions
The population-based evolutionary algorithm that we study is quite simple. It can be considered as an elitist steady-state GA with population size j~ employing fitness-proportional 'supparred by the DeuLsche Forschungrgemeinschafr (DFG) a b a pan of the collaboralive research cenler "Cornputarional Intelligence" (SFB 531) independently with probability I / n . f(x1) is maximal and f ( x , , + l ) minimal.
f ( x ) :=
Choose ? E {xz, . . . , x l z + l ] such that and delete it. We do not need to specify which of the best individuals (if there is more than one) is retained by our elitist strategy since our analyses work for any choice of a best individual. If we set /A = I and demand in the deletion step that the newly created individual is kept if its f-value equals the one of its father, we obtain the well-known (1+1) EA out of our CA. Moreover, our GA resembles the one considered by Jansen and Wegener (2001aJ. Yet, we do not introduce techniques to avoid duplicates or other mechanisms for maintaining diversity. We remark here that the theorems presented in this paper can also be proven for variants of our CA. For instance.,all results remain valid if w e replace the selection for replacement with a deterministic plus selection. We stick to the fitness-proportional selection since we consider it to be more common for genetic algorithms.
The current runtime of the GA is measured by the sum of the initialization cost p and the total number of iterations (also called steps) of the infinite loop up to now. Since only one evaluation of the objective function per iteration is necessary, the runtime corresponds also to the number o f f -evaluations. This is a common approach in black-box optimization (see Droste, Jansen, Tinnefeld, and Wegener (2003) ). However, one might not want to neglect the computational effort spent within an iteration. In this case, one may multiply the number of f-evaluations by the population size p . Sinice only polynomial values of /A are considcred, this does not influence the qualitative result of a polynomial-vs.-exponential gap.
The CA has been stated without a stopping criterion.
Finding a reasonable stopping criterion is a problem that is relevant in practice. For our theoretical investigations, we consider the random time X i until the current population of the CA contains at least one optimal individual for the first time, i.e.. some x E (0, I]" such that f ( x ) is maximal. Then we say briefly that the GA has reached the optimum. We call X I the runtime of the CA and study its expectation E [ X / ] and the success probability Prob(X, 5 r ) for f ? 0.
O N E M A X function. With respect to the suffix hits, we have to maximize the number of leading I-hits. Apart from the exponential scaling, the latter function is also known as the LEADINGONES function (see Droste, Jansen, and We, mener (2002) ). Maximizing the number of leading suffix ones (LSOs) can be viewed as the above-mentioned first (and more important) goal whereas setting the number of prefix ones (POs) to 2m/3 is the second goal. If the number of
LSOs equals e and PO@) 5 2m/3, we obtain the maximum f-valueof2m/3 + I~' "~~+ I J .
If PO(x) > 2m/3, the f-value is the sum of terms that depend exponentially on the number. of POs and linearly on the numher of LSOs, respectively. Any string x where PO(x) > 2 m / 3 and PO(x) 5 2m/3 + e* has a larger f -value than each non-optimal string x' where PO(.x') 5 2m/3. If PO(.r) = ? m / 3 + e* and LSO(x) = e, we obtain a locally maximal string with second-best f -value e + d"'C2s7'3+'r. However, the global maximum value is taken in a string x where PO(x) 5 2m/3. Such a string has Hamming distance Q ( r~"~/ l o g n ) to a second-best one. All remaining points have a very low f-value and are of little interest. They merely guarantee that the Hamming distance of a second-best and an optimal string is at most e' regarding the prefix hits, which will he relevant for upper hounds (Section 4). Finally, we remark that evaluation of f (x) is possible in polynomial time for each x E (0, I]".
If our CA is employed to maximize f, it starts with overwhelming probability with a population such that all individuals contain at most 2 m / 3 POs and no individual is optimal (we call such a population an ordinar?. population). Therefore, it is important to study the selection probahilities of the Steady-State CA for ordinary populations and the fitness function f . (n) to denote that p is hounded by some polynomial of 11. Since populations are unordered multisets, the following statements of Lemma I and 2 hold for arhitrarily assumed orders of the considered populations. Their straightforward proofs have been omitted due to space limitations.
Lemma 1 Let X = ( X I . . . . , x l l ) De an or.dirmr?.popularion and x; and x j two iridividrials in X srcch that LSO(x;) = LSO(xj). 7'Iieri
Moreover, we can show that it is very unlikely to select individuals fnr mutation whose number of LSOs is not maximal or to select individuals for deletion whose numher of LSOs is maximal. 
Moreoves Proh(LSO(j,,) = e y ) = O ( K ' " ) for arbitrag' values of p.
An Exponential Lower Bound for Small Populations
We show that the CA is very inefficient on the function f if too small populations are used.
Theorem 1 With a probabiliry of at least 1 -2Tni""3J, the Steady-State GA with p = O ( I ) requires at least 2nc11"3) steps to optimize f .
Proof:
The proof idea is that with high probability, the C A reaches a population containing at least one individual with 2m/3 +e* POs (hereinafter called preji--optimal individual (POI)) without ever generating L leading ones in the suffix of an individual. Since each globally optimal individual has Hamming distance n(P) to a POI, reaching the optimum requires an exponential waiting time with high probability. The formal proof employs the proof idea of identifying a rypical run of the CA. We show that the prohability of not observing a typical run is exponentially small, more pre-
The typical run of the CA is divided into two epochs. The first epoch ends when the current population contains a POI for the first time. and the second one is finished when the optimum is reached. Typically, the second epoch requires the long waiting time of 2R1a'i3). The run is not typical if the optimum is reached before the start of the second epoch.
Let us consider the first epoch, which starts with the initialization and is finished when a POI is created or the optimum is reached. Since the initial strings of the C A are drawn uniformly at random. the prohability of initializing the suffix of some individual with at least e/2 leading ones is exponentially small with respect to L, i.e., is bounded by 2-""' = 2-R'"ii3J. According to Chernoff hounds (see Motwani and Raghavan ( I 995) ) the probability of more than 2 m / 3 + e' POs is also hounded by 2-n(n"3).
Thus, the probability of any individual of the-initial population containing at least e/2 LSOs or more than 2m/3 + e* POs is ?-ncrt1i3J as well. We assume the CA to stari with at most !/2 LSOs and at most 2 m / 3 +e* POs in all individuals. Now we divide the first epoch into phases of length s, where s is chosen below. We want the CA to increase the numher of POs of some individual to at least 2 m / 3 + e' in the phase. To estimate the time until this happens, we introduce for a population the so-called potential P. We define P as the number of POs of an individual with maximum f -value for the current population. If the number of POs of two non-optimal individuals differs, so does their f -value.
Hence. P is well defined. Now it is crucial to note that the P-value of a population cannot decrease in a step where the GA does not increase the nuniberofLSOs of the mutated individual. This observation follows from the definition o f f and the elitist selection of the CA, which preserves an individual with maximum f -value. We call steps that increase the number of LSOs of the mutated individual bod since only they might lead to a decrease of P . A phase ofs steps is called had if it contains at least one had step, and good otherwise. In good phases, we can control the potential P . Hence, we want to find a good phase in which the GA increases P to 2 m / 3 + e*, i.e., creates a POI, without generating an optimal individual. Then we have to hound the overall number of had steps in preceding bad phases to exclude the event that the optimum is reached. Let us assume for the moment that we have a good phase starting with a non-optimal population. We claim that by its end, we have, with probability at least 1 -2-""', at least one POI in the current population. (This may tinish the phase prematurely, i.e., lead to an actual phase length of less than s.)
Obviously. an individual x with maximum f -value is chosen for mutation with probability at least l/p. In the good phase, we investigate so-called helpful steps increasing the P-value by I . We only have to consider P-values where P < 2m/3 +e* since otherwise we are done. Hence, the probability of a helpful step is at least the probability of flipping exactly one prefix zero in the individual x. i.e., for some constant c > 0 (recall that ni = n -o(n) and I.C = O(l)). Within rnl/cl steps, we expect at least nt helpful steps, and by Chernoff hounds, with a probability of at least I -2-""', the number of helpful steps is at least 2ni/3 + e* if the phase is not finished prematurely. Hence, we set s := rm/cl. A s suggested. this implies the considered good phase of length a1 most s to end with at least one POI with probability 1 -2-""'.
We still have to take into account the had steps. The probability of a step being had is hounded by 1 / n since it is necessary that the leftrnost suffix zero of the mutated individual flips. M0reover.s = O(n). Hence, the probabilityof a phase being had is hounded above by 1 -( I -1 5 c', for some constant c' < I. The event of some phase being had is independent of the event of some other phase being had. Therefore, the probability of observing at least &/IO had phases in a row is hounded by. (c')"' '' = 2-*'".
Moreover, the expected number of had steps within a tutal number of (ec/lO -I ) . s 5 (&/IO-I)(m/c + I ) 5 e n / l o + r c~l O steps is at most (en110 + ec/lO)/n = e/ I O + o ( I ) . Altogether, the probability of at least e/6 had steps within the phases is 2-*le) = 2-"n '' 3) as well (by Chernoff hounds). Hence, we can work under the condition that we observe less than ec/ IO had phases in a row and observe a total number of at most e/6 had steps within these. This condition does not increase the probability of a step within these phases being had.
The assumption of at most e/6 had steps and of starting with at most e/2 LSOs does not imply that the number of that the e -i -I many hits right of the leftmost zero are uniformly distributed over (0, l ] t -i -' in any string x * generated by mutation of x . If the mutation step is had, the probability of at least k free-riders is hounded by 2-k9 and the expected number of free-riders is hounded by 1. This leads to the following conclusion (see Droste, Jansen. and Wegener (2002) ). If the total number of had steps in the considered phases is at most C/6. then the overall number of free-riders is hounded by e/3 with probability 1 -2-"". This implies that the number of leading ones in the suffix of any individual does not exceed thc value 5e/6 with probability I -2-"" within the considered phases. Up to here, the probability of a typical run has been hounded by I -2-*('7''3), i.e., the second epoch is entered with the mentioned probability.
In the beginning of the second epoch. we have at least one POI in the current population. The epoch is finished when the optimum is reached. We consider events that are necessary to reach the optimum if we exclude steps that flip many bits. The probability of flipping at least e * / 2 hits within one step of the GA is hounded by 5 l/(e*/2)! = 2 -~~~~' ' ' ) according to Stirling's formula (see Feller (1971) ). Working under the assumption that a step flips at most e*/2 bits, it is necessary that the optimum is reached by means of a mutation of some individual with at most 2 m / 3 + e*/2 POs. However, the probability of choosing some individual with at most 2n1/3 + e'/2 POs for mutation is hounded above by since we have at least one POI in the population as long as the optimum has not yet been reached. (The probability of choosing an individual with at most 2m/3 POs and less than e LSOs is even smaller.) Altogether, the probability of observing in a step of the second epoch an event that leads to optimization is hounded above by 2-""'"'.
Finally, the probability of such an event within 2'"li3 steps of the second epoch is hounded by 2-n0"'3) if the constant E is small enough. This completes the analysis of the second epoch and the proof. U Theorem 1 holds also for the simple (1+1) EA since it is contained in Definition I if p = 1. Besides, it implies that even multistart variants of the ( ] + I ) EA and the GA with p = O ( I ) fail with probability exponentially close to 1 within polynomially many steps if the number of instances is bounded by any polynomial. Moreover, we conjecture that more complicated GAS (even with a crossover operator) are likely to require an exponential time on f if their population is small, e.g.. a constant.
If.the population is larger than a constant. more precisely
we can still prove an exponentially large expected optimization time for our GA. albeit we can prove only an exponentially small probability.for exponential runtimes.
Corollary 1 There is n coiistaiit c > 0 .such that the SrcndyState GA with population size p 5 C J I '1' needs an expected ruiitirne of~"'J''1 to optimize f .
We prove that the GA requires at least s = 2n'1" 'i) steps with a probability of at least p = 2-"'1" if c is small enough. Hence, s can be bounded below by 2"" for some constant c' 0, and p can be bounded helow by for some large enough constant c" z 0. If we choose c small enough, the product of these lower bounds is still bounded below by 2"'"'''. This will imply the corollary. ' The proof of the open claim follows the same structure as the proof of Theorem 1. We only describe the places where we need different arguments more extensively. For the first epoch, the probability of a helpful step is now bounded below by c * / p , for some'constant c* > 0. In a phase of length s := r n l p / c * l , we expect at least 2m/3 + e' increases of the P-value with probability at least I -2Tn("~'). However, the probability of this single phase being good is only hounded below by (I -I / n j s z e-2Ji/c'. This implies that the first epoch ends with probability at least e-21'/c' with a population containing at least one prefix-optimal individual and no individual with at least e / 2 LSOs.
The analysis of the second epoch, finally. can be carried out with the very same arguments. For the related estimations, p = p~l y (~i ) is sufficient. Altogether, this implies that the number of steps is at least 2" ('"13) with a probability of I 113 2-r"l' -7-<"1.,z11i --
O

A Polynomial Upper Bound for Large Populations
In view of the proof of Theorem I , it seems important for the G A to maximize the number of LSOs before increasing the numher of POs beyond 2m/3. In fact, the use of a large population leads to a better exploitation of the primary goal of increasing the number of LSOs. 
Proof:
The term p in the runtime bounds reflects the initialization cost of the GA. For the first statement of the the-. orem, the proof idea is again to identify a typical run of the GA. described as follows. Since the population size is large. we expect mutations that increase the number of POs to distribute among many individuals (as opposed to Theorem I). This distribution is due to the fact that individuals with maximal LSO-value are likely to produce copies, which leads quickly to populations where many individuals have the same LSO-value. Conversely, the number of mutations necessary to reach maximal LSO-value remains approximately the same compared to Theorem I. If.each individual receives few mutations increasing its PO-value, it is likely that the niaximal LSO-value is reached before the PO-value exceeds 2n1/3. Formally. we consider a predefined phase of length at most s := r4etri1, i.e., s = O(ri4/i?j, and expect the G A to fulfill the following properties with probability at least 1 -2-"""') within the phase:
Within the phase, no individual ever has more than there is at ledst onc step where'an individual with e
LSOs is generated. The phase is finished after such a step.
This implies that an optimal individual is found within the
To analyze the prohahility o f the interseciion of the two events, we first study the'second property assuming that the first property holds. .W< introduce tor the current population the potential i. describing the maximal number of LSOs for the individuals of the population..The elitist selection mechanism of the Steady-State GA guarantees that the L-value does not decrease in a step of the GA since we assume no individual of the population to have more than 2 m / 3 POs. An individual whose number of LSOs equals the current L-value is called niaxinial. If the phase contains at least t so-called good steps where a maximal individual (MI) is chosen for mutation and where merely the leftmost suffix zero flips. an individual with suffix ones is created. According to Lemma 2, the probability of choosing an MI for mutation is at least I -n-"lm) since p = poly(n). The probability of flipping the leftmost suffix zero is at least ( I / n ) ( l -l/n)"-' 2 l/(en),and theprohability of a good step is still ( I -o ( l jj/(en). The assumption that the first property holds does not influence these probabilities since prefix and suffix bits are treated independently. By Chernoff bounds. the probability of at least e good steps within the phase of length s z 4etn is hounded by 1 -e-9L/4--0(tl = 1 -2-"111"3) i f J l is]argeenough. This completes the proof for the second property of the phase.
For the first property, we consider an arbitrary but fixed individual x from the initial population of the GA. If x is mutated, a descendant of x is produced. More generally, we can visualize the descendants of x and their descendants by a (genealogical) tree T,(x) at time t as follows. To(x) containsonlyx. T,(xjcontains T , -I ( x ) andtheadditionaledge ( U , w ) if w is the result of a mutation of the individual U at time t -I and U is contained in T,-t(.x). Note that the tree T,(x) may contain individuals that have already been deleted from the population at time t: We consider x as the root of T , ( x ) and are interested in the depth of T,(.x) and.
especially, of T, (x). Fdr convenience, wesay that x reaches depth j iff T,(x j has depth j at the.considered time step f. Now our goal is to show that no individual from.the initial population reaches depth more than n / 1 5 within s steps with probability 1 -2-"(") (under some assumption mentioned below). This implies, by Chernoff hounds, that each descendant of any initial individual x differs from.1 in at 217113 POS, phase with probability at least I -2-ncfz"" . . most n1/12 hits with probability 1 -2-""' since 11/15 mutations flip at mostn1/12 hits with probability I -2-"""' = I -2-"'"'. Since each initial individual x contains at most 7111/12 POs with probability I -2-*'"' (for any choice of = po/j(ii)), flipping m / 1 2 hits does not suffice to increase the numherof x ' s POs to more than 2 m / 3 with probability I -2-"'"'. This will imply the first property.
To prove that depth n/15 is not exceeded, we consider the random number NI of MIS at some time step t more carefully. Let U := ti2/'. Below, we will show for each i < I I that the number of steps I where N, = i is at most [Gel with probability I -2-R'L'. Pessimistically, we assume all steps t where N, c I I ' /~ to increase x ' s depth.
These are. with probability 1 -2-"'", at most r4eellr 5 11/30 increilses (11 large enough). From now on, we assume these 11/30 increases and consider only the remaining steps. Here, each individual is selected for mutation with prohability at most ) ' ) ] 2 / 3
if n is large enough.
We direct our attention to the steps that increase the depth of x and consider the phases between depthincreasing steps. Let c 2 1 he an arbitrary constant. For exactly rcn/301 increases within at most s 5 n4/'/120 steps. we have to observe at least cn/40 -I so-called short phases of length at most n'/', (Otherwise, we would have at least ci1/120 phases of length at least n t I 3 + I contradicting the total length s.) By the considerations above, the expected number of short phases among cn/30 -I phases is at most 2c11/90 = c?1/45, and the probability of at least m / 4 0 -1 short phases is 2-R'r1). As at most s increases are possihle. we only have to consider at most s different values of c. This implies that the probability of at least n/30 increases in the considered subset of the at most s steps is s . 2-*"" = 2-"'"'. Hence, the probability of x k depth exceeding 11/15 is, for all s steps, at most 2-*'"'. Since p = poIy(1i). the probability of any individual's depth exceedingn/l5 is. altogether, hounded by p2-"'"' = 2-"'"'.
We still have to prove that the number of steps t where with probability I -2-*"' for any i c U . We show this by analyzing the occasions t where N, is changed and consider N, (whose index I is often omitted) again as a potential. The probability that a step chooses an MI for mutation, produces a copy of it and deletes a non-MI is, by Lemma 2. at least
provided N , < p at the considered time step f . Fix an arbitrary number i c p . We consider reeel steps where the N-value equals i . By Chernoff hounds, the N-value increases at least ! times within these r4tel steps with probability I -e-9L/4-"'c). Since p is a polynomial, we ohserve, for any value of i , with probability 1 -e-9r/4--r1'r', N , -" -I . i.e., the number of MIS equals i , is at most [4!el at least e increases of the N-value within T4tel selected points of time t where N, = i holds. By the considerations above, we have at most t occasions where the potential L (studied above in the analysis of the second property) is increased. These increases decrease the N-value to I . In steps where L does not grow, it is necessary to delete an M I in order to decrease the N-value. According to Lemma 2, the probability of at least one such deletion within s steps is hounded by O(sn-"') = 2-R'nto~n1.
Since we have altogether, with probability 2-ncr', at most t decreases of the N-value within s steps and at least t increases of the N-value within r4tel steps for each current N-value less than p , each N-value less than p (and, especially, less than U ) is observed within at most rite1 of the s steps with the mentioned probability of 1 -2-*"'. This completes the proof for the first property of the phase. For the ensuing considerations, we hound the sum of the failure probabilities for the above-described two properties more most 2-zy if n is large enough. Altogether, we have proved the first statement of the theorem.
Finally. we have to prove the statement on the expected runtime of the GA. The results in the foregoing paragraphs hold under the assumption of ordinary initial populations. For these, they imply that the expected number of phases of lengths = O(n4I3) until we have found the optimum or created an individual with at least 2ni/3 + I POs is hounded by O ( I ) . Now we consider the definition o f f carefully and discuss the case that the CA has reached or is staning with a population that is not ordinary. Then we assume pessimistically that the C A will create at least one individual x where 2m/3 < PO(x) 5 2n1/3 + e* rather than reaching an ordinary population (again) since, otherwise, we can apply the arguments from the preceding paragraphs. For all individuals of the described form, the f-value increases with respect to the number of LSOs and POs. Hence, from a population containing at least one such individual, elitist selection guarantees that we arrive at a population containing at least The probability of choosing a second-best individual for mutation and Ripping e* prefix hits of it is at least precisely by e-9r/4-O(c + e -9 u -O i 0 + zr"lJ1), which is at for n large enough since p = poly(n). The expected time until such a mutation happens is, therefore, at most 2' if n is large enough. Hence, the expected time unlil creating an optimal individual is hounded above (for II large enough)
by 2 y + O(iitn). As proved on the preceding pages, the runtime is bounded by O(n413 + p ) with probability at least I -2-" otherwise. The product of the failure probahility's bound 2-'t and the runtime bound 2'.
Remark Recently, the author has found a more involved proof, which shows that the statements in Theorem 2 on the runtime of the GA remain valid if the lower boundon the population size 1.1 is-replaced by 2 cn1I3 for some large enough constant c. This. means that the hound on the population size where the expected runtime of the GA on f changes from polynomial to exponential is asymptotically tight. The proof of the stronger theorem utilizes models of random recursive trees (see, e.g., Pittel (1994) ) and cannot he presented here due to space limitations.
An Example with Opposite Results
In contrast to the results from the last sections, we are interested in an example where the use of a population is harmful, i.e., leads to an exponential runtime, whereas the (I+]) EA and GA with = O(1) are efficient. This can be proven for a function where the role of local and global optima has been exchanged as opposed to the function f . We reuse the notations from Section 2 here. Define All remaining strings have some g-value that is by a factor of at least fi(~~'~/~-~'-') s maller than n'"(L+l). This leads to the following theorems whose proofs are inspired by those of Theorem I and Theorem 2. 
Proof:
We call individuals x where LSO(x) = and PO(r) 5 2ni/3 sufix-optinial. According to the proof of Theorem 2. the CA reaches a population containing at least one suffix-optimal individual after O ( T ?~/~) steps with prohability at least I -2-"("1'3'. Now we can apply an argument similar to the analysis of the second epoch from the proof of Theorem I .
The probability of creating an optimal individual hy the direct mutation of a suffix-optimal one is hounded by placing e' with some t** being at most by a constant factor smaller than !*, we are able to extend Theorem 4 as follows.
We can prove that also the expected runtime of the GA on g is bounded by the polynomial O(rt4/') if fi = O(I).
Discussion and Extensions
Our results hold for a rather general population-based EA.
Regarding the selection for replacement, the results would hold even for a deterministic plus-selection. For the selection for reproduction, it is crucial that individuals with larger f -value get a better chance of being mutated since, otherwise, the exploitation of the primary goal of optimizing the suffix would not benefit from the population.
Another interesting question is the threshold size of the population. For the function f , we have proven that only a population size of at least Q(n113) can be helpful and that kind of hierarchy result where the threshold size is at least nk+l/' for an arbitrary constant integer k 2 I . Compared to f , we only have to make sure that it takes on average @ ( n k ) steps until a success in the suffix hits occurs. This is achieved by considering leading'l-blocks instead of leading ones. Let ni and t he chosen as in the definition o f f .
For the sake of simplicity, assume ! = k . e,. Now we divide the suffix of individuals into C, consecutive blocks of length k each. For a string x E (0, I}", we say that . xis nlalfornied if there is a least one suffix block that contains both 0-and I -entries. The number of leading I-blocks in the suffix (leading 'suffix blocks of ones) is given by LSBk(x) := r;il n: !G1 x~.+I+,;. For non-malformed x , the new function f t ( x ) is directly obtained from the definition of f by replacing all occurrences of the function LSO(x) with LSBk(x) and the parameter ! with-&. For ' malformed x, let f p ( x ) := n -C:'=) xi. The latter ensures that the GA arrives quickly at a population with at least one non-malformed individual. Afterwards, the probability VI n 2 / 3 . IS ' in fact beneficial. This could he extended to some choosing a malformed individual for mutation is exponentially small. In non-malformed strings, k specific bits have to flip in order to increase the LSB-value. This takes an expected number of @ ( n i l steps. We conjecture that the following statements generalizing Theorems 1 and 2 hold.
I . With probability 1 -2-*0"'2), the Steady-State CA with population size p = O(n') requires 2*(! ' ' steps to optimize j i .
2. With probability 1 -2-*'"1'3), the Steady-State GA with population size nk+2/3' 5 p-5 pol.y(n) optimizes f i within O(likt'/' + i ) steps.
ill 7 Conclusions
, .
We have shown that a population-based EA without recombination and diversity-maintaining operators can outperform the ( ] + I ) EA and the same population-based EA with small population sizes drastically. We have proved an exponential gap for the expected runtime on an explicitly defined function. The stated runtime hounds hold with probability exponentially close ! o I . Moreover, we have sketched a reverse result. where only small populations help. We have described how to obtain a.hierarchy result where populations of size O ( n k ) , k 2 I , 1ead.to exponential runtimes whereas populations of size at least ni+213 allow polynomial runtimes. 
